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Chocolate cake recipe gluten free dairy free

Chocolate cake that is delicious, decadent and allergy friendly? Yes. Right here. This chocolate cake is gluten-free, eggless and dairy-free. Make this a recipe that everyone can enjoy! Img Say hello to your new best friend for birthday parties, special occasions or at any time you need a chocolate fix. There's no doubt
that special occasions require a slice of chocolate cake (or cupcakes!), but when you need an allergy-friendly recipe, things can easily get complicated - or worse, not turn as you wish. Can you freeze the cake? Of course, no one bakes a cake on a holiday, so you're sure to wonder if this allergy-friendly cake can be
packed? The short answer is yes! You can bake the layers and freeze them, take the cake out of the freezer on the day of the feast, make an allergy-friendly frosting and assemble it. Want to save more time? Make the whole cake, freeze it whole and take it off on a party night. If there's room in your freezer, why not?
The melting of this cake does not affect its delicious texture and taste, and you save a lot of time. I know that making an allergy-friendly cake from scratch can seem overwhelming - where do you even find the ingredients? Well, first of all, you probably already use most of them, so know that they are often easy to switch
to another brand. This recipe is not brand specific. For most people with severe food allergies, using a mixture from a box is not an option, so this version allows you to choose your favorite gluten-free flour. Also note that the use of chocolate non-milk milk gives this cake a damp, rich texture that brings everyone back in
seconds. You can find this dairy-free option in the grocery refrigeration department. If you want cleaner desserts that don't have gluten or nuts and focus on pure candies, check out my latest cookbook, Clean Treats for Everyone. Did I mention the frosting? We can't forget the homemade allergy-friendly icing on this
cake! Let's just say it takes the cake... to the next level. I recommend using vegetable shortening to make the frosting thick and easy to apply. You may have to double the batch, because half of it seems to disappear before I even get the cake to cool for the icing. So let's take a look at a few recipe notes before you start
making this chocolate cake: Apple cider vinegar or white vinegar is essential because it reacts with baking soda and lets the cake rise. If you hear a sparkling sound when you pour a milk/vinegar mixture into your dry ingredients, don't worry, this is good! That means it's working! If you don't hear the turmoil, it's time to
buy more baking soda Dough is quite fluid, but not liquid. It should still have a little volume. Be sure to grease, grease or line the cake tin with parchment paper so you can lift it after baking; It tends to stick a little. exchanges Over the years, I've had a lot of information on possible ingredient exchanges for this recipe.
While the ingredients and measurements below are tried and true, I also share a couple of other options that can work if you simply need to trade an ingredient or two. Sugar substitutes Stevia You can't replace sugar Stevia in this recipe because there would be a large amount of difference to replace. Coconut sugar
Although I haven't tested this recipe with coconut sugar, many of my readers have and report great results! Maple syrup or honeyAny liquid sweeteners change the composition of the tin and you end up with a very different cake. I do not recommend using liquid sweeteners for this recipe. Replacing flour Almond flour
Although I love baking with almond flour, it is not the right choice for this recipe. Liquid measurements should change if we use almond flour and I have not tested the necessary changes. All-purpose flour I have not tested this with all-purpose flour and this recipe was created especially gluten-free in the mix. If you want
to use multipurpose flour, you will need a smaller amount of flour than listed below and can remove xantham rubber. Non-dairy options I used non-dairy milk in this recipe, but you can use rice milk, almond milk or coconut milk depending on what you have and what your family wants. Xantham Gum Xantham Gum is a
must-have for this recipe and all gluten-free baking recipes. X-gum binds the flour together when there is no gluten in the recipe. This recipe does not work without X-rubber. Make sure that you check the flour you are using to make sure that it is not yet included in the mixture. Some gluten-free flour mixtures already
contain xantham rubber, and you don't need to add x-rubber if your flour mix contains it. Other pancakes Cupcakes If using a cupcake tin, adjust the cooking time to 18-22 minutes and check for about a minute 16. 13×9-inch pan You can use a rectangle tin for this cake recipe, but keep a close eye on the baking time as
it will vary a few minutes after the original square recipe cooking time below. I hope you enjoy your allergy-friendly party! Chocolate cake that is delicious, decadent and so easy to make. It's also gluten-free, dairy and eggless, so whether you do it for a birthday party, special occasion or served treat, everyone can enjoy a
slice or two! Author: MOMables Prep Time: 15 minutes Cooking time: 25 – 30 minutes Total time: 45 – 50 minutes Yield: 2 layers 9 inch cake 1x Category: Dessert Method: Oven Kitchen: Baking Diet: Gluten-free scale 1/1 2 cups vegetable shortens 2 teaspoons of vanilla 1/2 cup unsweetened cocoa powder 3 cups
ground sugar 1/2 cup unsweetened, canned coconut milk or disrespectful whipped cream Heat the oven to 350F. Coat the 29-inch cake tin with cooking spray and set aside. In a large bowl, combine the flour, sugar, cocoa powder, baking soda, and salt and stir. In a medium bowl, combine milk, oil, vinegar and vanilla.
Pour wet ingredients Ingredients. Mix until smooth and scrape the bottom and sides of the bowl. Pour into the greased cake tin and place in the preheated oven. Bake for 25-30 minutes or until the toothpicks inserted in the middle come out clean. Remove from the oven and transfer the cakes to a wire rack to cool
completely. When the cakes cool, make the frosting. In a large bowl with an electric toaster, toss the shortening of the vegetables until light and fluffy. Add the vanilla, cocoa powder and ground sugar. When stirred at medium speed, slowly add the coconut milk or creamer until all the ingredients are combined and the
frosting is smooth. If the frosting is too thick, add the creamier 1 tablespoon at a time. If it is too runny, add ground sugar 1 tablespoon at a time. Frost the cakes when fully chilled. Serving Size: 1 slice Calories: 559 Sugar: 58.7 g Sodium: 451.9 mg Fat: 21g saturated fat: 11.8g carbohydrates: 94.1g Fiber: 3.4g Protein:
3.7g Cholesterol: 0mg more gluten and dairy-free dessert Paleo Chocolate Cake - Want a fluffy paleo chocolate cake version? This is the recipe. Made from coconut and almond flour, this recipe can also be frosted. Celebrate any day! Paleo Pancakes – Fluffy, delicious and easy to make, these cassava flour pancakes
make breakfast your favorite meal of the day. Healthy No-Bake Blondies – If you want a guilt-free snack, see how to make these healthy blondes. Best gluten-free chocolate cake recipe with chocolate buttercreas and chocolateganache. This chocolate cake death is incredibly moist, rich and decadent! Perfect for
celebrating a special event or life in general.  If I may be so brave... This gluten-free chocolate cake happens to be the best gluten-free chocolate cake I've eaten. It is sinful rich, moist, decadent and contains so much chocolate that you hardly believe it! We're going for maximum chocolate absorption. The downping of
this cake is a three-part adventure: 1.) Gluten-free chocolate cake: Moist, rich, dairy-free, refined sugar-free, completely amazing AND with chocolate chips, a naïve for that Death by Chocolate effect. I use Bob's Red Mill 1-1 gluten-free baking flour, coconut sugar, avocado oil, instant coffeerakes and full-fat coconut milk
for cake to keep it at the allergy-friendly/healthier end of the spectrum. If you're trying to keep the cake sugar-free, consider changing coconut sugar to your favorite sugar-free sweetener. Alternatively, you can always use brown sugar! 2.) Chocolate buttercream ... Which I borrowed directly from Sally's baking addiction,
so I won't republd the recipe here, but will encourage you to check out her incredible buttercreas. This buttercreem is completely lead – it's not dairy-free or sugar-free, which makes it obviously delicious. If you're dairy-free, you can use a vegan butter-stained butter instead of butter. Cake and ganache are so rich and
amazing on their own that you don't need a buttercream, even though I do. I think it's pretty amazing. In addition, you can reduce the amount of sugar throughout the cake by replacing the powder in the cream with sugar-free sweet sugar. I like the sugar in Swerve sweets, but you can also go with Monk Fruit or Truvia. 3.)
Dairy-free chocolateganache: Made with full-fat coconut milk and a favorite dark chocolate bar. This ganache is spread over a chocolate cream that adds to the richness. Since we use dark chocolate bars for ganache, it's less sweet. This is PERFECT for those who love dark chocolate, and especially amazing if you're
also accompanied by a chocolate buttercreas as it evens out the sweetness of bittersweet richness. I'm adding sea salt because I know my chocolate. You can skip the buttercress and just go ganache with less sugar and a completely dairy-free cake. ... a four-part adventure if you count the chocolate chips hidden inside
the cake and the chocolate shaved on top. Death By Chocolate Chocolate Cake: This is without a doubt the richest, chocolastis, chocolate cake death that has ever existed. Chocolate cake is not only rich and delicious on its own, but also contains chocolate chips. In addition, we frost the whole thing with chocolate
cream, then smear with dark chocolateganache and sprinkling with a shaved dark chocolate bar. Chocolate lover's dream! Pro tip: Microwave oven for 20-30 seconds to get everything nice and warm... everything melts together, producing an insanely rich and fudgy brownie-style cake sex treat. Just trust me. Put a slice
in a bowl. Let me be frank: baking the best gluten-free chocolate cake will take some time. Rome was not erected in a day. The good news is you can multitle. For example, you can make a buttercreas when the cake shines, watch your shows on the tele, podcast it... Really get to it, you hear me? It's going to take 17
seconds to get Ganache, so don't freak out. You're still stuck upright, aren't you? I think this recipe is fantastic for a special occasion. Think: birthday, anniversary, graduation, Valentine's Day, end of pandemic... Just a few. Baked! How to make the best gluten-free chocolate cake: Preheat the oven to 350°F. Butter two 8-
inch cake tins with parchment paper and butter the parchment paper. Mix the coconut milk and vinegar together in a mixing bowl and set aside for 10 minutes. Add the instant coffee girards to the measuring cup and fill with 1 cup of boiling water to get 1 cup of coffee (or you can make one cup of coffee with regular coffee
grinders in the coffee maker/fresh print/pour). Set aside Add the gluten-free flour, cocoa powder, coconut sugar, baking soda, baking powder and sea salt to a large bowl and mix well until combined. Reserved. If using chocolate chips, add them to a measuring cup with 2 teaspoons of flour and mix well chocolate chips in
flour (this ensures that they do not sink to the bottom of the cake during baking). Add the avocado oil, eggs and vanilla to the mixing bowl with the coconut milk and mix the wet ingredients with an electric hand whisk at medium speed until combined. Pour the wet ingredients into a mixing bowl with the dry ingredients, add
the hot water/coffee and mix or mix at low speed until the tin is fully combined. Mix the chocolate chips (if added) until well combined. Evenly split the paste between the two cake tins. Bake for 23-26 minutes or until the toothpicks inserted in the middle come out clean. Remove the cakes from the oven and place them in
the wire rack. Allow to cool completely in the spring. When the cakes fry or cool, prepare a chocolate buttercreas (if using). Once cool, release the cake from the spring shape pans and place one of the cakes on top of the cake rack or large serving plate. Spread a thick layer of chocolate buttercream over the cake, then



place another cake on top of the buttercream and create a cake tower. Use the remaining buttercream to spread around the cake - you can go as liberal or conservative as you want here depending on how much you love the buttercream. Prepare the chocolateganache. Chop the chocolate bars and transfer them to a
mixing bowl. Note: the finer the chocolate is chopped, the quicker the ganache comes together, so try to chop it nicely and small. Microwave oven (or heat on top of the kettle) coconut milk until very hot but just boiling. Pour the coconut milk into a mixing bowl with the chopped chocolate and let it sit for 1 minute (this
loosens the chocolate so that it melts comfortably and easily). Mix the mixture well until all the chocolate pieces have run out and the mixture is comfortable and creamy. Season and add sea salt and pure maple syrup to taste. If you use super dark chocolate (85% or more), I would suggest about 2 tablespoons of pure
maple syrup. Pour and spread the chocolateganache over the chocolate cream. Don't worry, these two won't freak out as long as your ganache isn't crazy hot. Sprinkle the cake with a shaved or gngged chocolate bar if desired. Serve a huge glass of milk (or non-dairy milk) and enjoy! My cookbook Paleo Power Bowls is
now available! Click here to check it out. If you make this recipe, feel free to share a photo and @TheRoastedRoot Instagram! It's better than sex, death with chocolate, nothing says I love you like a two-tier rich chocolate cake smeared with buttercream and dipped in a ganache chocolate cake life.  
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